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Other flaws in the 1870 system developed as time went on.
Tayment by results' became cramping. A still deeper mischief
was the lack of liaison between elementary, secondary, and tech-
nical education, so that the first remained a mere 'schooling9,
starved of liberal or even vocational developments. For all this,
the elementary teachers wrought a great work within their own
sphere; so that in the general election of 1886, which closes the
period, out of 2,416,272 votes cast in England and Wales only
38,547 were those of illiterates.
On the university side some steps of great moment were taken
during these years. Already Gladstone's Order in Council of
4 June 1870 directing that all entrance appointments to per-
manent situations in the civil departments of the state (except-
ing the foreign office and posts requiring professional knowledge)
should be filled by open competitive examination, had given
at the top a new stimulus to university teaching. But the Eng-
land of 1870 was extraordinarily deficient in university equip-
ment. In proportion to population the number of students was
far less than in the leading foreign countries, or in Scotland.
The ancient universities of Oxford and Cambridge were still
virtually closed to dissenters and Roman catholics by religious
tests; and the cost of their residential system put them largely
beyond the purses of the middle-class rank and file. Two modern
universities—those of London and Durham—had been founded
in the thirties; but Durham remained small, and London, apart
from the teaching organization of two colleges, was little but
an examining and degree-giving board. The constitution of the
latter had, however, this advantage, that if anybody chose to
start a college anywhere in the country, he could by sending his
students in for the London examination obtain for them full and
free access to a reputable university degree. A number of col-
leges run on these lines gradually made their appearance in the
more important provincial centres; of which Owens College at
Manchester (founded 1850) and Mason College, Birmingham
(founded 1875), were perhaps the leading examples. Their
objects were to provide local university institutions standing in
the same relation to the local day-school system1 as Oxford and
1 The earlier of these colleges were in their inception little more than day-
schools themselves. Professor Spenser Wilkinson (Thirty-Five Years > ch. i) records
how in 1867 he went to Owens College at the age of 14. He stayed there six years,
when, after passing his London B.A. examination, he proceeded to Oxford as an
undergraduate.

